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There are no grammatical limits on multiple final embedding of clauses. But converging corpus data from English, Finnish, German and Swedish show that multiple final embedding is avoided at levels deeper than three levels from the main clause in syntactically simple varieties, and at levels deeper than five levels in complex varieties. The frequency of every successive level of final embedding decreases by a factor of seven down to levels 4–5. Only relative clauses allow free self-embedding, within the limits just mentioned.

These restrictions are regularities of language use, stylistic preferences related to the properties of various types of discourse. Ultimately they are explained by cognitive and other properties of the language processing mechanisms. The frequencies of final embedding depths in modern languages such as English and Finnish is not accidental. Ancient Greek had reached this profile by 300 BC, suggesting cross-linguistic generality of the preferences.
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1. Introduction

According to a widely accepted view expressed e.g. by Meillet (1934: 355), there are no principled grammatical restrictions on clausal embedding complexity in sentences. However, in two recent papers of mine (Karlsson 2007a, b), I have shown that there are indeed absolute restrictions at least on how many times clausal embedding may be repeated in initial position (two times) and medially (center-embedding, three times).

Most often Meillet’s view is illustrated with multiple final embedding, also called right-branching, which certainly allows much freedom of subordinating several clauses (henceforth sub-clauses) one below the other, as in sentence (1) with six successive relative clauses, where progressive indentation indicates
growing embedding depth, also indicated by growing numbers appended to “F”
(short for final embedding; “M” = main clause, “&” = coordinated).

(1) The said rocker level is operated by means of a pair of opposed fingers M
   which extend from a pitman F-1
   that is oscillated by means of a crank stud F-2
   which extends eccentrically from a shaft F-3
   that is rotatably mounted in a bracket F-4
   and has a worm gear thereon &F-4
   that is driven by a worm pinion F-5
   which is mounted upon the drive shaft of the motor. F-6

(U.S. Patent; Yngve 1960: 460)

The grammatical latitude of final embedding does of course not preclude the existence of usage-based regularities concerning the number and combinations of finally-embedded sub-clauses. Generative grammarians have always taken Meillet’s position as concerns the grammar of embedding complexity. On the other hand, they have readily conceded that there are performance factors inhibiting the complexity of genuine utterances and sentences (e.g. Chomsky 1965: 10–15). The nature of these constraints has remained unclear.

It will be empirically shown below that there are constraints in the nature of stylistic preferences to avoid excessive final embedding in English, Finnish, German and Swedish. These preferences are similar in all these languages, and some can be detected as early as in Ancient Greek 500–300 BC, the oldest language variant on which comparable data on finally-embedded clauses are available. This suggests a more general cognitive basis for the preferences.

In Section 1 the central concepts are defined. The method is twofold. First, by automatic extraction and subsequent manual analysis we systematically scrutinize three well-known tagged English corpora, viz. Brown, LOB (Lancaster-Oslo/Bergen) and ICE-GB (British Component of The International Corpus of English), with the purpose of finding the most complex occurrences of multiple final embedding. These three corpora together contain an estimated 150,000 sentences which suffice for determining the basic tendencies. The method and the results are presented in Sections 2 and 3.

Second, in Section 4 an overview is provided of relevant systematic empirical investigations concerning English, Finnish, German and Swedish that have not been sufficiently considered in the literature. The overall clausal syntax of sentences in these languages is so similar that it is legitimate to compare quantitative data drawn from all of them. Several variety-dependent restrictions will be found to obtain.
In Section 5 some additional data are evaluated. Section 6 offers a discussion of the possibilities to explain the restrictions found in Sections 2–5 and a brief note on the historical origin of complex finally-embedded constructions.

The conceptual starting point will be the classical view of subordination as expounded in Quirk et al. (1989: Chapter 14). Typical finite sub-clauses are of three types: complement, relative, and adverbial, and they are operationally determinable by instances of relevant subordinators or relative pronouns, henceforth called sub/wh-elements, italicized in (1) as well as in all subsequent examples. Non-finite clauses are signalled by subordinators or morphological markers like to (+ infinitive) or the ending -ing.

Schema (2) covers typical English superordinate clauses which can be of three types: topmost main clause, subordinate clause, and a member clause of a coordinate sentence. The optional SUB/COORD in (2) stands for subordinators such as because, if, that, when, and coordinators like and, but. The variables X, Y denote any other superordinate clause constituents. Thus, pattern “X Y” covers simplex main clauses and relative clauses, pattern “SUB/COORD X Y” other subordinate clauses than relative ones, and coordinate superordinate clauses:

\[
\begin{array}{c|c|c|}
\text{(SUB/COORD)} & X & Y \\
\hline
\text{initial embedding} & \text{center-embedding} & \text{final embedding}
\end{array}
\]

The three embedding positions can now be defined across all types of superordinate clauses. An initially-embedded clause (abbreviated “I” if finite and “i” if non-finite) occurs either before all words of its superordinate clause, as clause I-1 in (3), which occurs before the main clause she thought, or directly after the initial subordinator or coordinator of its superordinate clause, as I-2 in (3), which occurs after the initial subordinator if of its superordinate clause I-1. We follow Quirk et al. (1989: 1037) in interpreting clauses like I-2, embedded immediately after a subordinator or coordinator, as initially-embedded rather than as center-embedded. The main argument is that subordinators and coordinators are not syntactically as tightly integrated and real constituents in their clauses as ordinary full constituents and relative pronouns are.

\[
\begin{align*}
(3) & \quad \text{If} \quad \text{I-1} \quad \text{finite initial embedding} \\
& \quad \text{as often happened} \quad \text{I-2} \quad \text{finite initial embedding} \\
& \quad \text{she asked him} \quad \text{I-1} \quad \text{I-1 continues} \\
& \quad \text{to tell her about it} \quad \text{f-2} \quad \text{non-finite final embedding} \\
& \quad \text{she thought} \quad \text{M} \quad \text{main clause} \\
& \quad \text{that he} \quad \text{F-1} \quad \text{finite final embedding} \\
& \quad \text{who had been so kind} \quad \text{C-2} \quad \text{finite center-embedding} \\
& \quad \text{would understand.} \quad \text{F-1} \quad \text{F-1 continues}
\end{align*}
\]
An embedding chain, e-chain, is a consecutive sequence of sub-clauses embedded one below the other. An e-chain is described by a sequence of characters expressing the positions and finiteness (I, C, F, if finite; i, c, f, if non-finite) of the sub-clauses, starting at depth 1. The e-chains in (3) are II (finite initial embedding at depth 1, containing another finite initial embedding at depth 2), If (finite initial embedding at depth 1 with a non-finite final embedding at depth 2), and FC (finite final embedding at depth 1 with a finite center-embedding at depth 2). The e-chain in (1) is FFFFFF. An e-chain is rooted in the superordinate clause of its topmost clause. The e-chain in (1) is thus rooted in the main clause, M.

The degree of embedding of an e-chain is the amount of some positional type of embedding found in the chain. The degree of initial embedding in (3) is 2. Degrees are abbreviated by exponents, e.g. I^2 for double initial embedding, or F^6 for sixfold final embedding as in (1).

Multiple embeddings are of a degree greater than 1. The individual clauses in a multiple embedding are referred to by expressions like I-1, the if-clause initially-embedded in (3) at depth 1; or F-6, the last finally-embedded clause in (1).

2. Method and empirical data on the maximal degree of final embedding

The syntactically most complex parts of the machine-readable tagged Brown, LOB, and ICE-GB corpora (altogether three million words) were systematically searched. First, graphical sentences (delimited by full stops and their equivalents) with at least four sub/wh-elements were automatically extracted from Brown and LOB, yielding $1,126+1,134 = 2,260$ very complex sentences, and these were then subjected to manual analysis. This procedure disclosed some 50 fully finite instances of F^5 and F^6, and just one uncontroversial instance of fully finite F^7, example (4), where even depth 8 is reached when the non-finite clause f-5 is included. When the full array of non-finite clauses are considered as well, Brown displays an instance of F/f^10, (5). Example (6) contains four infinitival clauses. These instances from the Brown corpus are likely to be about as deep as one can expect to encounter in any type of spoken or written English text (elliptical relative pronouns and complementizers in parentheses).

(4) Or you could hope
    (that) the parachute wouldn’t open just
    so you could say
    (that) you saw it not open,
    not because you meant any harm to Starkey in his suit of
    red underwear,
but mainly because you were tired of being an old maid — a thing which cannot admit when it thinks (that) it might be pregnant, but must stand the dizzy feeling all alone and go on like everything is all right instead of being able to say to somebody in a normal voice:

I think I’m pregnant.

(5) I fled, however, not from what might have been the natural fear of being unable to disguise from you that the things about my bridegroom — in the sense you meant the word things — which you had been galvanizing yourself to tell me as a painful part of your maternal duty were things which I had already insisted upon finding out for myself (despite, I may now say, the unspeakable awkwardness of making the discovery on principle, yes, on principle, and in cold blood) because I was resolved, as a modern woman, not to be a mollycoddle waiting for Life but to seize Life by the throat.

(6) it seems ... (that ... it is unlikely ... to bear much relation ... to the ... need of ... that there may be adequate opportunity given to the staff ...) but to ...
(7) The reason 
why this question of
when the copy was made
is of some interest

is

that I think

(that) this subject… has importance in the lead up to …
iconoclasm

because you know

that this was a problem

if that's the word

that assailed Byzantium in the twenties.

when they convinced themselves

that we shouldn't have portraits of Christ

shown in human form.

(ICE-GB:S2A-060 #90:1:A)

It is notable that (7) comes from the spoken subpart of ICE-GB.

Given that (written) English sentences contain an average of some 20 words, the 3-million word material so far inspected (Brown, LOB, ICE-GB) contained some 150,000 sentences. The number of sentences containing F/f^5 or F/f^6 is at the most 200, that is one per 750 sentences. Only a handful or two were encountered of even more deeply embedded sentences, from the interval F/f^7 through F/f^10, yielding approximately one per 15,000 sentences.

The conclusion so far must be that genuine finally-embedded sentences deeper than F/f^5 are extremely rare, and deeper than F/f^10 practically non-existing in the modern languages here considered.

3. Jack-sentences

There is one possible counterexample to the claim that final embeddings in excess of F/f^{10} do not occur, namely the nursery rhyme *The House That Jack Built* with F^{12}, (8). Furthermore, on the internet, the extreme example (9) was found with no less than F^{95}:

(8) [This is the farmer sowing the corn, [that] kept the cock, [that] crowed in the morn, [that] waked the priest all shaven and shorn, [that] married the man all tattered and torn, [that] kissed the maiden all forlorn, [that] milked the cow with the crumbled horn, [that] tossed the dog, [that] worried the cat, [that] chased the rat, [that] ate the malt, [that] lay in the house [that] Jack built.]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]
(9) [Then came the Holy One and slew the Angel of Death [that killed the chef [that cooked the bread [that inspired the meal [that ... (+ 90 relative that-clauses) [that flavored the goat [ (that my father bought for two zebeks] — one little goat!]…]]]] (http://www.pastemob.org/trap/042.html, accessed October 2006)

Do (8) and (9) prove (i) that unlimited final embedding exists, and (ii) that unlimited final embedding is an important design feature of syntax? The answer to (i) is a conditional yes, to (ii) no. The basic motivation for these answers is that (8) is a cumulative folk tale, a conventionalized genre based on language play and utilizing relative clauses only — similar folk tales (or other genres) employing only multiple complement or adverbial clauses do not occur. Sentence (8) was first published in 1755 and later became modified in countless versions: The World That Jack Built, The Picture That Mom Drew, The House That Drac Built, The World That God Made, etc. Jack-sentences of type (8) are obvious stereotypes not to be found in ordinary discourse. Sentence (9) is artificially modelled on the same idea — its author promised to deliver unlimited successive heaps of relative clauses against a modest fee.

Repeated instances of embedding of the same type of clause (several relative clauses, several if-clauses, several that compl-clauses, etc.) constitute the special type of embedding called self-embedding. A soft constraint, i.e. a tendency governing language use, can now be formulated concerning final embedding of clauses: relative clauses alone allow unlimited final (self-)embedding, but only in stereotypical discourse.

There is no corpus evidence of final self-embeddings of the magnitudes under discussion that would consist of e.g. twelve that compl-clauses or six because-clauses. Note that the maximally complex instances of multiple final embedding found in Brown, LOB, and ICE-GB (4–7) all contain an assortment of various clause types. Therefore the obviously invented F7 with multiple that compl-clauses presented by Akmajian et al. (1985:163) does not count as counterevidence falsifying the prohibition of other self-embeddings than relative clauses: here, the linguists’ intuitions go astray.

Thus, Jack-sentences instantiating the constraint on final self-embedding represent stereotypical, functionally and structurally restricted language use, unheard and unseen in everyday discourse. Jack-sentences have an alternative based on juxtaposition, as in The Old Woman and Her Pig (10):

(10) As soon as the cat had lapped up the milk, the cat began to kill the rat; the rat began to gnaw the rope; the rope began to hang the butcher; the butcher began to …
Juxtaposition, coordination and subordination are related types of chaining. Relative pronouns are equivalent to sequences of coordinating conjunctions and anaphoric pronouns, e.g. who = and (s)he, which = and it (Chafe 1988:21). Jack-sentences are convertible to juxtaposed or coordinated clauses. For example, ... sowing the corn, that kept ..., as in (8), can be converted to a sequence of coordinated clauses, either ... sowing the corn; the corn kept... or ... sowing the corn and it kept... Repeated final embedding (just like repeated initial embedding as in (3)) is tail-recursion, formally equivalent to iteration at the same depth, like chains of coordinated clauses (also cf. Karlsson 2010). Jack-sentences with F12 are not perceived to be more complex than juxtaposed or coordinated variants retaining depth 1. Rather, Jack-sentences are simpler than juxtaposed or coordinated alternatives because they have less repetition of full NPs. Cumulative folk tales are the simplest of all stories and so much enjoyed by children because of their maximal rhythm and minimal plot where “episodes follow each other neatly and logically in a pattern of cadenced repetition” (Sutherland & Arbuthnot 1977:146).

4. Comparison to data drawn from the literature

Sections 2 and 3 presented the results of our systematic search for maximally complex multiple final embeddings. Section 4 checks how these results compare to previous systematic studies of clausal embedding complexity.

Several sources estimate the ratio of finally-embedded clauses to all embedded clauses to be around 0.8 in non-complex language use, i.e. four out of five embedded clauses are finally-embedded. For instance, Saari (1975) reports 82% for spoken Swedish, Varantola (1984) 82% for English periodicals and Sunday newspapers, Hakulinen et al. (1980) 81% for Finnish newspapers, periodicals and encyclopaedias, and Karlsson (2007b) 76% for a systematic balanced sub-sample of the Brown Corpus (including both finite and non-finite clauses; 70% if finite clauses alone are counted).

In syntactically complex varieties the shares of initial and especially of center-embeddings grow: Hiltunen (1984) found only 60% finally-embedded clauses in English legal language.

The most comprehensive statistics on embedding depth known to us is provided by Ikola et al. (1989) in their analysis of the syntax of spoken Finnish dialects (for which they examined 54,300 sentences, 166,000 finite clauses; 885,000 words) and written standard Finnish (for which they examined 15,600 sentences, 27,300 finite clauses; 191,000 words). The three embedding positions (initial, center-, final) were not distinguished in this study but even so Table 1 certainly shows the essentials of the most frequent final embedding position.
Table 1. Depth of finite clausal embedding in spoken and written Finnish (from Ikola et al. 1989:18)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Depth</th>
<th>Spoken</th>
<th>Written</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N</td>
<td>%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>42,864</td>
<td>84.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>6,884</td>
<td>13.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>858</td>
<td>1.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>109</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>11</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sum</td>
<td>50,731</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Each depth decreases by a factor of roughly seven down to depths 4–5. The distribution of depths is almost identical in spoken and written Finnish, which (somewhat surprisingly) are equally complex in this regard. Here it must be added that the variety of spoken Finnish analyzed by Ikola et al. was interview speech of the type much used in classical dialectology where the informants answer questions about times long gone. In such speech there are many reporting sub-clauses (“then she said that …”) which decisively contributes to the surprisingly high incidence of embeddings.

Ikola et al. (1989:19) consider depth 4 to be a breakpoint for multiple embedding of finite clauses and are suspicious of the coding and analysis of all embeddings deeper than 4, especially those occurring in spoken language. Had Ikola et al. considered also non-finite clauses in their study, the breakpoint can rather be estimated to have been 5 (taking into account the proportions between finite and non-finite embeddings, cf. Karlsson 2007a).

Syntactically complex varieties can be expected to contain more embeddings below level 1 than simple varieties do. This conjecture is confirmed by Hiltunen’s (1984) results for English “legalese” (Table 2), frequently considered to be the syntactically most complex variety of all.

The column ‘ratio’ (between the current depth and the next lower one) shows that each depth lower than 1 is much more frequent in legal language than in Ikola et al.’s non-complex varieties where the ratios tend to be 6 ~7 throughout. Especially the incidence of embeddings at depths 2–4 is markedly higher in legal language, and so is the incidence of clauses embedded at levels deeper than 5 even if the absolute numbers are small. The extreme “legalese” depths conform to our results in Sections 2–3.
Ellegård’s (1978: 20–26) English sub-sample from Brown contained some 150 (finite or non-finite) clauses per 1,000 words; depending upon text type .1%–.4% reached depth 6, which was the maximum depth encountered. This would roughly mean that depth 6 is reached once in 5,000–10,000 words.

Admoni’s (1987) corpus of 19th-century German encyclopaedic articles and belles lettres (36,400 words) reached depth 4 only thrice. Hodler (1969: 645) found that depth 3 was hardly ever reached in the syntax of the Bern German vernacular. Similarly, when I analyzed the clausal embedding complexity of the twenty Pear Story speakers (data from Chafe 1980: 301–319), the deepest embeddings found were four F-3s. Laury & Ono’s (2010) Finnish and Japanese conversation data (1,000 randomly picked clausal units each) displayed depth 4 three times (Finnish) and six times (Japanese).

Jörgensen (1978) analyzed subordination in spoken Swedish (6,808 sentences, 4,303 sub-clauses, non-finite ones included, four discourse types, men and women, academics and factory workers). Of 1,994 att “that”-clauses, 75 reached F-3, which was represented in all eight sub-corpora. F-4 occurred 18 times but was unrepresented in two sub-corpora. There were eight instances of F-5 + F-6 + F-7, but in very few text types.

Westman (1968) found no clauses below F-3 in fourteen Swedish textbooks from a 100-year period (100,000 words). Danielsson (1975) spotted one F-4 in Swedish secondary school textbooks (7,600 sentences). In a Swedish official regulation (187 sentences) Gunnarsson (1982) found 341 sub-clauses of which eight were F-3s. The Swedish projects “Spoken Syntax” (300,000 words) and “Written

Table 2. Depth of final clausal (finite and non-finite) embedding in English legal language (from Hiltunen 1984: 118)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Depth</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>403</td>
<td>52.1</td>
<td>2.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>176</td>
<td>22.7</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>121</td>
<td>15.6</td>
<td>3.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>6.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sum</td>
<td>774</td>
<td>100.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. Ratio = relation between any embedding depth and the next lower one
Syntax” (175,000 words) uncovered “very few” sub-clauses at depths below 4 (Teleman 1974: 33).

Sinnemäki (2004) found no e-chains containing only finite clauses beyond depth 4 in a subcorpus of 12.6 million words of journalistic writing and 400,000 words of prose from the Finnish Language Bank. However, outside that data set, the first 55,000 words of the markedly artistic novel Alastalon salissa (“In the living room of Alastalo”, by Volter Kilpi) contained seven F-5s, two F-6s, and one F-7.

To pinpoint the effect of non-finite clauses on final embedding complexity, all 1,337 sentences in the Brown corpus with at least two to-infinitive clauses were analyzed with equal consideration of finite and non-finite clauses. One instance was found of degree 8, two of 7, 13 of 6, and 39 of degree 5, for a summed incidence of 4%.

Table 3 sums up this review of data available in the relevant literature. By ‘maximal productive depth’ is meant the maximal depth observed in the sources mentioned, disregarding extremely rare depths instantiated only once or twice.

Table 3. Maximal productive depth (MPD) of final embedding

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MPD</th>
<th>Sources</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Ellegård (1978), Ikola et al. (1989)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Hiltunen (1984), Brown Corpus</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All these data indicate a variety-dependent stylistic tendency for English, Finnish, German and Swedish to constrain the degree of final embedding. We call this tendency ‘F$^{3–5}_{\text{max}}$’:

F$^{3–5}_{\text{max}}$: Syntactically simple varieties (such as everyday conversation, textbooks) avoid multiple final clausal embedding in excess of degree 3, complex varieties (i.e. most of written language) in excess of degree 5.

F$^{3–5}_{\text{max}}$ is true especially for sequences of finally-embedded finite clauses. All our sources are not fully clear about whether non-finite clauses have been included in the counts. Even when non-finite clauses are included, depth 5 is transcended in less than one sentence out of 100 (as shown by our Brown Corpus data), and depth 6 in one or two sentences out of 1,000.

Of course, grammatical sentences transcending F$^{3–5}_{\text{max}}$ do occur, especially in highly complex varieties like legal language, but overall they are utterly rare. Admoni (1980: 44–49) pointed out an extreme instance of this type in his detailed
study of the development of written German sentence structure, especially that of “bureaucratese”, during the period 1470–1730. A monstrous German 790-word sentence from 1411 with 42 sub-clauses occurred in an official letter from the Archbishop of Trier to the City of Frankfurt. Thirty-nine of its sub-clauses precede the main clause and the deepest embedding reaches F-15.

5. Interplay of final with initial and center-embedding

Normally an e-chain of finally-embedded clauses is rooted in the main clause, as in (1). But it may also be more deeply rooted. In (11) F/f5 is rooted in I-1:

(11) [M [I-1 If his circumspection in regard to Philip's sensibilities went so far [F-2 that he even refused [F-3 to grant a dispensation for the marriage of Amadee's daughter, Agnes, to the son of the Dauphin of Vienne — a truly peacemaking move according to thirteenth-century ideas, [F-4 for Savoy and Dauphine were as usual fighting on opposite sides — for fear [F-5 that he might seem [F-6 to be favoring the anti-French coalition,]]]]]) he would certainly never take …] (Brown)

An indication that this structure is approaching some crucial limit of processing complexity is the fact that Mark Liberman inaugurated his (intentionally amusing!) “Trent Reznor prize for tricky embedding, to be awarded intermittently” for an instance precisely of e-chain IF/f5 (12):

(12) [M [I-1 When I look at people [F-2 that I would like [F-3 have been a mentor or an inspiring kind of archetype of [F-4 what I'd love [F-5 to see my career [F-6 eventually be mentioned as a footnote for in the same paragraph,]]]]]] it would be, like, Bowie.] (http://itre.cis.upenn.edu/~myl/languagelog/archives/002621.html)

In (13), from De Roeck et al. (1982), an instance of F/f6 is rooted one level further down and in an exceptionally complicated way in IC, starting at depth 3, where the upper C-2 simultaneously contains a C-3, yielding a double center-embedding before the sixtuple F/f6 starts:

(13) When he asked the very unpromiscuous Noël Coward (whose … financially promising “Life” he was engaged upon … and whom … he had accurately discerned as “one of the kindest, as he is without doubt the wittiest, of human beings”; one who incidentally shared with James the rare quality, strongly emerging in this book, I-1 C-2 &C-2 C-3 F-3 c-4
of being able to be extremely funny about love and sex, both men having plenty of time for women's beauty and brains if little for their bodies even when androgynous) whether he thought it “disorderly” of him to be housing a Horsegard, he was urbanely told: … (The Spectator 25.4.1981)

The deeper any embedding is, the less likely it is to contain further embedded clauses. At any depth, the most likely further embedding is a finally-embedded clause. But occasionally initially- and center-embedded clauses may occur in final embeddings, even at deeper levels. Sentence (5) contained two center-embedded clauses, one at depth 5 and one at depth 7, in the middle of an e-chain of final embeddings reaching depth 10. In (13) F-3 contains the non-finite center-embedding c-4. In (14) F-2 contains an initial embedding I-3 which contains a further center-embedding C-4, e-chain fFIC. Sentence (15) displays an initially-embedded sentential subject in e-chain FFI.

(14) To do this, it is sufficient to point out that if the principle in terms of which alternatives are to be conceived is such as to exclude more than two, then the question of a third possibility is a meaningless question.

(Brown)

(15) People say (that) we need religion when what they really mean is we need police

(H.L. Mencken)

Again, it is instructive to refer to one of Mark Liberman’s “Trent Reznor Prizes for Tricky Embedding”, this time awarded to Andrew Ilachinsky, for having produced sentence (16):¹
(16) It is nonetheless tempting to speculate about whether there exists (__) — and, if so, what the properties are, of — a universal grammar of combat.

(http://itre.cis.upenn.edu/~myl/languagelog/archives/005531.html)

Like (15), (16) contains an initial embedding in the lower clause of a double final embedding, but it is further complicated by the long cataphoric pronominal reference from (__) to a universal grammar of combat, which crosses the initially-embedded pronominalized sentence I-3, for which the antecedent of so in turn is found backwards beyond the preceding trace (__).

4. Discussion and conclusion

Even if multiple final embedding of clauses is grammatically unlimited, we have observed a clear preference in language use to constrain the number of embeddings as prescribed by F3–5max. In simple varieties such as everyday speech and textbooks, final clausal embeddings at depths below 3 are extremely rare, and so are embeddings deeper than 5 in more complex (especially written) varieties. If an explanation of these tendencies is possible, it must obviously be sought among human cognitive properties, in particular short-term memory (STM) restrictions on discourse management both in language production and language understanding.

Jarvella (1971, 1979) demonstrated the importance of clauses and their boundaries for short-term retention of discourse. A sequence of spoken sentences was interrupted and the subjects had to recall as many words as possible. They usually recalled the last clause, sometimes the one before that, with clear breaks in recall performance occurring at clause boundaries. Clauses were used for structuring discourse to be kept in short-term memory, one or two clauses being retained verbatim. Glanzer & Razel (1974) demonstrated that simplex sentences functioned as units. The recall results deteriorate from one to two clauses but the decisive break is between two and three. Pawley & Syder (1983: 564–565) had a limit similar to that of Jarvella in mind when they proposed the one-clause-at-a-time constraint for spoken language processing. It refers to a single integrated sequence of encoding actions, a single span of attention focus to plan word for word the content of a novel clause of up to about ten words. Chafe’s (1985: 106) seven-word idea unit is similar. Kimball’s (1973) principle of two clauses allows primary two-clause
chunks. The common denominator of all these proposals is that 1–2 clauses is the basic syntactic chunk of spoken language processing, the second of these clauses typically being a short relative clause. Closely related to these structural principles are the constraints on the normal amount of new information per spoken message, e.g. Chafe’s (1994: 109) principle of one new idea per intonation unit.

In “The magical number 4 in short-term memory”, Cowan (2000) reviewed the large body of research conducted since Miller (1956) presented his famous theory of STM working on 7 ± 2 chunks. Cowan arrived at a processing span of maximally four chunks where one chunk might be an isolated datum or a scene integrated as one whole. Chunking takes place at least on the levels of syntax and discourse representation. Chunk sizes might differ from one level to another. As clauses are chunks with sub-constituents, only a few clauses can be successfully processed at a time.

The limit $F_{3\text{max}}$ which has been detected in simple varieties is in perfect harmony with these experimental results, especially in view of the fact that even depth 3 is very rare in ordinary conversation. Recall that in the Pear Stories there were only four instances of depth 3, and Hodler (1969) reported that it was hardly ever reached in the Bern German vernacular.

It is to be expected that many written varieties are more complex. This is captured by the tendency to comply with $F_{5\text{max}}$. For both the reader and the writer, written language offers the obvious possibility of returning to the beginning of a complex sentence to update discourse information that was overshadowed or forgotten due to a multitude of material in later more deeply embedded sub-clauses. But “returning to the beginning” is an uneconomical method both of writing and of reading comprehension, compared to smooth simultaneous production and understanding of simpler sentence constructions with less embeddings. Trying to write a very complex sentence structure easily leads to grammatical mistakes (e.g. improper agreement), anacolutha etc. Therefore it is rational for the central functions of speaking, hearing, writing and reading to use constructions the complexity of which does not transcend the limits of the processing mechanism.

As for the historical emergence of multiple final embedding in written language, the earliest relevant data known to us concern Ancient Greek. ² Webster (1941) studied the development of sentence complexity in Ancient Greek, especially of final embedding. $F^3$ was used already by Homer around 700 BC but he has only one instance of it. This shallow syntactic depth of the *Iliad* and *Odyssey* is in good keeping with current theories of their origin in oral narrative. $F^4$ was first used by Herodotus, Sophocles, and Thucydides around 450 BC, and $F^5$ first by Xenophon a century later. Demosthenes and Plato both have one $F^6$ and, as an extreme, Dinarchus (360–292 BC) one $F^9$. Overall, even $F^3$ was rare in Ancient Greek (Schwyzer 1950:710). These historical data and the relative incidences of
the various embedding depths are in perfect keeping with the data from present-day languages reviewed above (see Karlsson 2009 for a more detailed treatment of the origin of clausal embedding complexity, including initially- and center-embedded clauses).

One may conclude that the tendency to comply with the preference \( F^{3-5}\text{max} \) of final embedding in written language was reached in Ancient Greek in less than 500 years and that it has remained as such ever since. This is natural because \( F^{3-5}\text{max} \) is ultimately rooted in cognitive constraints on short-term memory management and discourse processing. There is no evidence that these would have changed over the past 2000–3000 years.

Notes

* I am grateful for constructive comments provided by two anonymous reviewers and by Kaius Sinnemäki. This paper is an elaboration and revision of views first presented briefly in Karlsson (2002).


2. I am not aware of any relevant historical studies for English, Finnish, German or Swedish concerning this particular aspect of the emergence of syntactic complexity.
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